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Using Technology in Worship

I. Introduction

It seems ironic for me to read a paper on the topic of technology in worship.
PowerPoint, screens, and a headset microphone would be more synchronized with the topic.
Perhaps that's just the point. As the reading of a "paper" at pastors' conference appears more
and more anachronistic to our current multimedia climatel, so worship leaders are feeling
the push of relevancy to culture by employing more and varied types of media and
technology in worship.

The move toward using multimedia in worship has been swift. Steven |. Koster, in
his thesis entitled "Visual Media Technology in Christian Worship," uncovers an explosion of
churches employing visual media in worship over the last decade, from 760/o in 1998 to 58o/o
in 20032. Reasons for such an exponential growth are many and varied. As media equipment
shrinks in price and grows in its ease of use, congregations that formerly lacked the
economic and expertise resources to engage "high-tech" worship now find it feasible. The
growing perception that technology makes a congregation pertinent, progressive and
productive has added to the pressure to utilize them in worship. Assumptions that
"electronic images are the new 'language"'3 of the younger generation provide powerful
rhetoric for including multimedia visuals in church. Finally, foundational tenets of how

people learn augment the argument to connect with more senses in worship through the use

of multimediaa.

The introduction of new technologies in worship has not gone without its debate. On

the one hand, those who resist its inclusion speak pejoratively about "cutting-edge"

churches. On the other hand, those who whole-heartedly engage it consider traditional

worship "out of touch."s Where will we fall in the creative continuum of using technology

I Nonetheless, the topic still needs to be discussed and dissected in its foundational form, not just modeled in its

practical form. For the purposes of this paper, any PowerPoint presentation must have included a written

"paper" to support it. Delivering this using multimedia would have been optimal, but difficult considering

certain restraints.
2 Koster, Steven J. "Visual Media Technology in Christian Worship." 2003.

webapps. calvin. edu/worship/researcVvisual-tech.pdf ( 1 5 April 2005)
3 Schultze, Quentin. High-tech Worship? Using Presentational Technologies Wisely. Baker Book House Co.

2004.p. 19
a At the risk of sounding overtly chauvinistic, might one also include the male preoccupation with "gadgets" as

a reason for the explosion in technologies in worship, an arena of congregational planning still dominated by

men? Michael Bausch, in his book Silver Screen, Sacred Story: Using Multimedia in Worsltip relates

anecdotally, "My own experience with this service confirms what other pastors have reported. We have

attracted more men." Michael Bausch, Silver Screen, Sacred Story: Uting Multimedia in Worship (Alban

Institute, 2002) p.17.
t Iodi Noffsinger quotes in her article "Churches Worship in the High-Tech World." Fox News, 7 luly 2203,

"One of the first churches to incorporate technology into its service was Ginghamsburg Church in Tipp Ciry,



in worship? Are new technologies the answer to declining worship trends? Or will they
anger more people than they engage? Will we employ new technologies for their obvious
practicality without much consideration of the broader picture? Or will cast them out of
hand because of their novelty without much consideration for the broader picture? As with
everything accidentally new in the church, "'Everything is permissible for me'--but not
everyrthing is beneficial. 'Everything is permissible for me'--but I will not be mastered by
anything." (1 Corinthians 6:L2). However, at this time there is little consensus about what
technology is beneficial for worship and a dearth of guidance for why, what, when and how
technology is to be used in worship.

Over time, congregations will come to conclusions about technology through its
prolonged use and theologians will be able to consider it theologically. Until then, we are
still in the sifting stage, as we grapple with technology and its place in worship. However,
since technology changes so rapidly, each new device only adds to the sifting process. What
follows is an introduction to new uses of technology, intended to give you a basis on which
to discuss its beneficial use in worship.

II. Commendations

The church has dealt with technical innovations for centuries. ]esus ventured into a

boat so that the crowds could hear him on the seashore. He taught Bible Class on the

mountain (Matthew 5-7), presumably (at least in part) because the natural amphitheater lent

itself technically to the broader audience. The medieval, renaissance and baroque church

stretched their contemporary technologies to the limit with their massive basilicas, slim-
lined and airy cathedrals, stained-glass windows, statuary, pained ceilings and pipe organs.

The reformation spread in part because of the technolo gy of the printing press. The church

of the 20'h century introduced a host of technologies, many of which we take for granted

without much debate6.
Presumably, the church took hold of these technologies because there was something

to commend their use. For example, few congregations in northern climates would argue

with the addition of a heating system used during worship, even though such technology

does affect the architecture of the church and may conflict with being able to hear. The

Ohio... 'Our target audience are those turned off by traditional church,' explained [Kim] Miller [the church's

creative director] . " www. foxnews. com/ story / 0,2933,9 1 1 79, 0O.html
u Michael Bausch opines, "While many of today's critics write cautionary tales of the use of electronic

technology in worship, I find them strangely silent about the printing press and other technologies once new to

the church, but now widely accepted: duplicating machines, electric rypewriters and word processors, amplified

voice and music systems with wireless receivers, electronic pipe organs with memory chips and digital relay

feafures, central heating systems with air conditioning, indoor plumbing, electric clocks, and unfermented

grape juice (made possible by a technology that resulted from Pasteur's work during the time Edison was

working on electricity and motion picture equipment). Silver Screen, Sacred Story. p.2.



same can be said of congregations in southern climates and air conditioning systems. The
relative comfort of the worshipping congregation commends the use of atmospheric
technology. Similarly, audio technology has an immediate and understandable
commendation. Because we want people to hear the Gospel, we use microphones, speakers,
and individual sound systems for the hearing impaired.

Did congregations 50 years ago bemoan the loss of the Schalldeckel or the height of
the pulpit? Were people upset by the intrusion of microphone stands in the sanctuary and
on the lectern and speakers hanging from the ceiling? If so, the sifting had all been done by
the time I was born. Today almost every church amplifies sound with some technology and
many new churches are built with the aid of acoustical engineers. Audio technology is
generally accepted and acceptable because it serves a useful purpose, it is fairly unobtrusive,
and it offers little different from the usual flow of the serviceT.

Technology is nothing new in worship. From the visual arts of banners and stained-
glass windows to the modern audio technology of microphones, the church is steeped in
technology. What is new, however, is the combination of the visual arts with the modern
technologies available through the computer. It is interesting to note that recent
publications concerning technology in worship focus their attention on the visuals. In the

arena of visual media, the transition appears a rockier road, either because we are in the
middle of the sifting process or because such presentational technologies are more obtrusive

to most present worship atmospherese (or both). We will deal with some of the caveats of

visual media in the second part of this paper. Nonetheless, the hurdles in the way of using

visual technologies in worship do not militate against their obvious usefulness. Visual

technologies are nothing if not utilitarian. As such, there are plenry of areas of

congregational life - many of which touch worship - which commend themselves to visual

media.

II A. Commendations - Establishing the Need

Without shame, I'll admit I dove into PDA technology with both feet almost five

years ago. At the time my associate still organized his life with a DayTimer. His approach to

the PDA was more cautious than mine. Everything he needed in a "life organizer" he

already had. He felt no need to "conv€ft," that is, until the advantages of owning one

ourweighed the advantages of the status qudo. So it is with visual media. Content

congregations may look at video technology and wonder, "where's the need." But carefully

7 Readings will be read and a sermon preached with or without a microphone. Audio technology, as it is most

often used, only amplifies what is already in the service.
8 Note Quentin Schultze's High-Tech WorshipT using Presentational Technologies Wisely (200a); Steven

Koster's Visual Media Technology in Christian Worship (2003); Michael Bausch's Silver Screen, Sacred Stoty

(2002); and Tex Sample's The Spectacle of Worship in a Wired Worild: Electronic Culrure and the Gathered

People of God(7998).
e By worship atmosphere I mean both the church building and the order of worship.
r0 Receiving a free PDA as a gift may also have carried some weight in his decision!



considering the use of video technology within the context of the mission and vision of the
congregation may uncover some valuable and logical uses for technology in the church.
Taking time to wed technology to the congregation's broader vision helps to solidify the
important role technology can play with the members, making it more palatable as a change.
Michael Bausch, a strong proponent of extensive use of media in worship, understands this
when he writes:

The changes that people perceive to be peripheral to the mission and pu{pose
of their church are the changes they will most resist. Technology that is seen
as just another expensive furnishing in a church, or as a source of theological
friction, is technology that is disconnected from the heart and soul of a
church. Unless multimedia technologies are linked to the core values of a
congregation and church's sense of mission and purpose, they will be seen as
an undesired change.rl

Our Lord, Jesus, gave his church on earth a mission in the familiar "go" statements he
made before he ascended. Servants of King Jesus take him seriously and desire to
communicate the Gospel to the world. The pu{pose of the church on earth is intimately
connected with "communication." This is where visual media find their inherent value.
Communication is not only aural; it is also visual. Doug Adams, professor of Christianity and
the Arts at Pacific School of Religion states:

Visual imagery is the primary language of our day... People increasingly
remember what they see more than what they hear. Church historian
Margaret Miles helps make the case for using visual imagery, rather than
just words, for sacramental purpose. She details in Image as Insight
(Beacon, 1985) how during earlier centuries the visual arts made the
church more inclusive, but verbal communication made the church more

exclusive. Today over 600/o of our population, under age 60 and raised

with television, remembers primarily by what is seen. Only 20o/o of the

population, over age 60 and raised with radio, remembers primarily what

is heard. (The remaining 20o/o remembers kinesthetically, that is, by

doing.) .12

Some argue that the church ought to recognize this shift in how people

communicate and adapt its worship to accommodate the visual learners. Len Wilson

and |ason Moore, one-time worship leaders and now partners in Midnigltt OiI

rrBausch, pJ,8
12 Adams, Doug. "18 Ways You Can Use Multimedia in Your Church"
http://www.multisensoryworship.com/articles/article6.htm (16 April, 2005)



Productions, a company specializing in resources for mixing digital technology and
worship, contend:

Our task as ministers of the Gospel is to harness this digital media as a primary
communications technology to our present digital culture. For example,
oration is not dead, it has merely mutated in our culture, to include graphics
and videos. While many pastors still do sermons as manuscripts which are
written like essays and read aloud, the culture has moved onto spoken word as
an experience, including performance, image and sound. fust catch a stand-up
comic on late night television some night for evidence. V"ry few preachers
understand this shift, and it has little to do with whether or not they have
projection systems in their sanctuary. From the most traditional worship
setting to the most innovative, it is very difficult to find a preacher who has
stylistically left the bygone modern era. We still present sermons like papers,
and if we have screens we present sermons like papers with screen support,
while the world thinl<s, learns, communicates and even retains knowledge
through story and metaphor, communicated in visual forms.r3

Visual learning is nothing new. Nonetheless, as more people at both work and play
rely on the visual to communicate, it will be expected and necessary in the church. Even
more compelling is the need to communicate with entire generations that are taught at

school and enticed at their leisure through an over-abundance of visuals. Symbols, that is,

visuals, have always been important in the church and especially so of a heritage whose

namesake contended as one of his principles of worship, "Let all of God's gifts be used in

worship."l4 New technologies offler new brushes with which to paint the visual images of the

Gospel we so eagerly desire to communicate.

II B. Commendations - Other Rationales

Admittedly, not every congregation that has ventured into high-tech worship has

given it a fully measured consideration. Other, perhaps less weighty, needs have driven

pastors and worship committees to foray into the spoils that new technologies claim to offer.

Dr. Quentin Schultze, professor of communication arts and sciences at Calvin College,

offers and critiques eight rationales he has encountered in his research on presentational

technologies in worship:

13'Wilson, Len and Moore, |ason. "Adopting Digital Media in Worship" May 2004.

http://www.midnightoilproductions.net/reading/adopting.html (16 April 2005)
to Geiger, Stephen and Tiefel, James Come Worship Christ: A Video Based Worship Curriculum. Study Guides,

Teacher Guides. Bible Information Class section, Lesson One, p.2



1. W'e want to keep our young people interested in worship.
2. It's time to boost the quality of congregational singing.
3. We need to change with the culture or we will lose members to other

churches.
4. We have to create more powerful worship experiences.
5. We want to let visitors and members know that we are a first-rate church.
6. Without using new technologies, we will not be able to increase the size of our

congregatron.
7. Presentational technologies will allow us to expand our worship space.
8. New technologies offer us a means of serving members of our congregations

who are hard of hearing or have difficulty seeing.l5

Have you considered any of these rationales? Of the eight, Dr. Schultze wholeheartedly
endorses only one, the last one. Though there may legitimacy to so some or all of the other
rationales, a levelheaded discussion of these popular reasons for using technoloy in worship
in terms of mission, motivation and means will help to distill whether we are choosing
wisely.

All of the above reasons for introducing technology into worship have viewed
technology from the viewpoint of the consumer. The person in the pew has a need (learn
better, see better, hear better, sing better, etc.) that technology satisfies. But what about
technology from the viewpoint of the user? Someone has to decide what is going to be
displayed on the screen. Someone with creative or artistic ability has to build the visuals.
Someone has to set up the PowerPoint text. Someone has to organize and manipulate the
technology during the service. Here is an area in which the pastor cannot do it all! Rather
than view these as obstacles against using technology in worship, congregations can see these
opportunities for e>ipanded involvement of the laity. "Teamwork" is a mantra that experts in
the field of worship technology herald as a beneficial hallmark of using technology in
worship.

II C. Commendations - A Practical List

Now that we have had the "why," what follows is the "what" of technology in

worshipl5. Multimedia technologies expand the horizon of visuals almost as far as the mind

can wander. For most of here today, I would imagine that we are not thinking much beyond

a screen and a projector used to display text, still images and perhaps a video clip. My list

will not blaze many new trails. But be aware that those who have been using video

rs Schultze, p. 53-60
16 I will leave the "how" up to you. Practical considerations of worship space, budgets and technology tools are
so individualized that it would be foolish to attempt to answer them all here.



technologies intensively for a decade or more have moved beyond just a screen and a
projector. In an interview with Homiletics magazine Wilson and Moore comment:

[Wilson] We went to Universal Studios a few years ago. They have a brand-
new theme park there called Islands of Adventure, opened in 1999. There's a
new show there called Poseidon's F ry. And it's really interactive: a
storyteller, there's sound all around you, you walk through these immersive
experiences. And one part of it is that they're projecting images on waterfalls
while the storyteller is connecting with the images on the waterfalls. So when
we talk about digital worship, eventually we want people ro get away from the
idea of a 3 by 4 screen in front of them, to think more immersively so that
images and actions, stories, metaphors are happening all around them
throughout the experience.

[Moore] People are sometimes shocked to hear us say that digital age worship
is not necessarily screen-dependent. Digital age is different from digital
technology. Digital culture is different from digital technology. Your worship
experience can have digital age components without having a screen. So
metaPhor, stort, smell, taste and touch are more important than a fabric
screen hanging on the wall, or a 300,000 lumens projector.rT

Obviously pioneers with expertise and resources like these will take visual technology
in worship places that we would hardly have imagined or feel comfortable with.

In addition to the expanding horizons within the strictly visual, other rechnologies
are emerging that may impact our worship in other ways. For example, E-ink Corporation is
a leader in EPD (electronic paper display) technologies.rs EPD technology may allow
congregations to download and display their entire service, liturgies and hymns for each
member on an electronic display as thin and lightweight as paper. Potentially, congregarions
could save printing costs, alleviate the confusion of page turns in the hymnal, display the
readings, and attach announcements all in a form that looks and feels like pages in a book.

17 Wilson, Len and Jason Moore. "Homiletics Interview: Len Wilson and Jason Moore - Worship in the Digital
Agu." Homiletics Online. 2002. hnp://www.homileticsonline.com/subscriber/interviews/moore_wilson.asp.
(16 April2005)
l8 E-ink's website explains their product as follows: Products made with E Ink's revolutionary electronic ink
technology possess a paper-like high contrast appearance, ultra-low power consumption, and a thin, light form.
E Ink's technology is ideal for many consumer and industrial applications spanning handheld devices, watches,
clocks, and public information and promotional signs. High resolution electronic paper displays were first
launched in April 2004 by SONY Corporation in its LIBRId electronic book device, available now in fapan.
Furure technology developments will enable many new applications through ultra-thin, lighrweight, rugged,
flexible, full color displays. More information can be found at E-ink.com.



For the time being, however, most worship technologies we might envision deal with
projecting images on a screen. Lower costs, more user-friendly equipment, and new
innovative machinery have brought visual technologies from the mega-churches to rnissions
worshipPing in rented halls. I have read the words to a hymn on the screens at 

'Willow

Creek and have watched the Visual Bible of Matthew as a passion history reading in a WELS
mission. If you have not considered using new technologies in your church setting, here are
some ideas that might get you thinking:

o Before or after the service (in the narthex, if you have one) display important
bulletin announcements; post digital pictures or video clips of events at church;

Put up pictures of new members, church and school leaders, newborns, or shut-
ins; display artwork pertinent to the theme of the day or season of the church
year; or anticipate worship with scripture texts or the sermon theme.

o During worship display the words of various prayers, readings, hymns or choral
anthems; view pictures or short video clips that relate to the theme of the day or
the readings; highlight the outline of the sennon with text or complement its
message with picture; or display a live video feed of the liturgical action.
After worship highlight announcements as they are reinforced verbally; show an
informational clip about a mission field or church work at large; show a final still
picture or video clip that encapsulates the theme of the day.
At special services support the mood of the service with appropriate stills or
messages, or provide contemplative artwork during times of silence.re

In his more scholarly approach, Schultze offers thirteen common uses of presentational
technologies:

1. Establishing preservice mood
2. Providing preseryice information (e.g., prayer needs, events)
3. Building congregational anticipation
4. Creating congregational identity/image (e.9., a logo or theme)
5. Facilitating singing, song leading, and performance
6. Showing the sacraments

7 . Supporting the children's lesson

8. Monitoring the service remotely (e.9., in narthex)
9. Projecting video clips, music videos, and promotional videos

re These ideas were gleaned from lists that appear in Bausch SilverScreen, Sacred Story (p. 12-15) and from
personal experience. Currently Calvary runs a series of digital stills in the narthex that highlight the past
week's activities at school. We also run the WEIS Connection on a monthly basis after worship. I have
participated in showing slides during the passion history lesson and also the Visual Bible. I have witnessed song
lyrics on large screens, live (and very large) footage of the preacher, and still pictures during the sermon. I have
also seen announcements run on PowerPoint before the service.



10. Displaying Scripture or page numbers
1 1. Visually illustrating sermon ideas/text background
12. Providing a sermon outline
13. Reinforcing a sermon theme with visual symbols2o

None of the above ideas are particularly novel. What preacher has not at sornetime
desired to illustrate a certain sermon with actual images that words just could not paint. For
instance, the Lenten series from Northwestern Publishing House in 2005 contained rich Old
Testament texts that dealt with the tabernacle, the priesthood, and the Old Testament
sacrifices, feasts and festivals. The sermons I preached in the series begged for actual
illustrations. The more I tried to describe the tabernacle, the more my words got in the way.
A few well-done pictures on a clearly visible screen would have made my points much
quicker and cleaner. The same held true for my explanation of the Day of Atonement. And
when I returned to our sanctuary after a guest had preached on the high priest, there on the
back table was a dingy black and white photocopy of a photocopy of a high priest. Would
not a color image projected onto a screen, without the hassle of handing out a piece of paper,
been better?

Technologies of the past have allowed the church to accomplish things in worship it
never thought possible. Today we take climate control, amplified sound, and computer-
controlled organs for granted. Digital technologies for visual and presentation enhancement
are still relatively new to the church. But there is much to commend their use and
continued exploration. Among other benefits, new technologies can connect with visual
Iearners, provide opporrunities for meaningful l"y involvement, and assist the visually
impaired. Congregations would benefit from opening up the discussion about the judicious

use of new technologies in worship within their present structure and consider
implementing them into the architecture of new or remodeled facilities.

III. Caveats

The stories of growth in part linked to new technologies2l, the powerful rhetoric of

those who employ new technologies, and the inherent marketing ability of those who sell

the machines can combine for an intoxicating experience for the lonely pastor struggling in

20 Schul tze,p.Tl
2r Wilson and Moore, "Fellowship Church of Grapevine, Texas, whose roots are in the Southern Baptist

Convention, began in a small office complex with about 150 in attendance in 1990. Almost from the beginning

the congregation has used media as an integral part of their weekly worship experience. In the first year alone,

it had to move into a new 750-seat faciliry, and attendance quickly grew to more than 3,000. The congregation

now has more than 18,000 in attendance each week. Every worship service is designed with video, graphics,

lighting, drama, cutting-edge music and relevant preaching in mind. One of the core purposes is to reach out to

people who do not attend church. That is reflected in their intentionality to make worship connect through the

use of digital technology." Wilson, Len and Moore, ]ason. "Adopting Digital Media in Worship" May 2004.

http://www,midnightoilproductions.neVreading/adopting.html (16 April 2005)



the mires of the ministry. But is new technology the gallant white horse of victory so many
make it out to be? Before we drink too deeply at the wells of technology, let's examine some
caveats that we ought to keep in mind when contemplating new technologies in worship.
Or as Schultze puts it, "A wise approach to new technologies, then, is a "yes, but" attitude:
yes,we will consider using it to serve our neighbor as ourselves, butwewilt not be duped by
inflated rhetoric about its inherent goodness or badness. I/es, new technologies are part of
the unfolding of god's original creation , butwe fallen human beings will never be able to use
them to usher in heaven on earth." (italics original).22

III A. Caveats - Stewardship Considerarions (the pracrical)

New technologies are not cheap. Nor do they last long. The laptop I use was a $1,000
investment three years ago. It already needs more memory and the software is old. Now add
a screen (large enough for our new sanctuary, with a motor per the building design) and a
projector (with enough power and lumens to beam images from the back of the church in
broad daylight), and the mixing board (to coordinate PowerPoint with the projector with the
audio), and you are well into five figures. And this is not a one-time investment guaranteed
to last for fifty years. Machines are not built to last, especially new technologies that are out-
of-date by the time they reach the store shelf. Even if they were, technicians are notoriously
envious of the nefi new gadget, so a congregation may be purchasing new equipment not
because it does not work, but merely because it is not the latest and the greatest. Technology
comes with a price.

Certainly, technology has decreased in price and increased in it ease of use in the last
decade. For example, today, kids can direct and produce videos on their equipment at home.
Technology may not be cheap, but it is affordable. Nonetheless, congregations need to be
cautious of kingdom balance when spending money on technolo gy at the expense of other
ministry. Shultze relays one heart-rending story:

One of my undergraduates explained that her church was deeply divided on
the issue fof technologies in worship] because of what had happened when it
purchased and installed a high-end presentational system. She recalled how
her congregation was hopeful that the new technology would reinvigorate

worship, especially for young members. By the time all was said and done,
however, the cost of the new system was vastly over budget and the church
was financially pressed. The church leaders finally decided that the only way
to address the unexpected budget woes was to lay off one of the two full-time
pastors. The congregation had spoken by default: technology was more
important than a second pastor.23

22 Schultze, p. 43
23 Schultze, p.77,78
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Money is not the only stewardship consideration. Developing and deploying worship
visuals takes time and talent, too. Nothing turns people and pastors off more quickly ro new
technologies than new technologies poorly done. But they will be if the technology ream
has neither the talent to prepare or discern nor the time to ger it right. Stewardship
principles speak about giving God our first and our best. Congregarions without the time or
the resources to employ visual technologies well should wait to use them. It is better not to
use multimedia at all than to ruin it with shoddy work.

The intrigue and promise that technologies bring can be dangerous in our stewardship
of time. The regular work of preaching, teaching, and out-reaching is enough to fill a
pastor's time for a week. But before we know it an entire morning has come and gone while
we slaved before master PowerPoint creating our masteqpiece. Simply put, pastors do not
have the time to be surfing the web for just the right visual or laboriously typing hymn texts
into PowerPoint2a. The return that multimedia technology brings is nor worth the
investment of time at the expense of proper preparation and personal visitation. Here is
work for a qualified worship team.

Technology not only invites talent, it can also eliminate it. Congregations need to be
careful that machines do not take over where God has given human talent. Virtual reality
technology could possibly eliminate the need for a real pastor to preach the sermon, but is
that what we want? That may seem far-fetched, but in the area of music it is a real concern.
Easily downloadable MIDI music or pre-recorded CD's have the potential of easing out the
organist. In an article entitled "Can Technology Help Lead Congregational Singing" the
ELCA Division for Congregational Ministries offers this advice, "Using synthesizers in
worship is not the issue. Electronic instruments have brought us a great diversity of sounds.
The principle, however, remains: technology that eliminates human participation and
leadership in worship ought to be discouraged. We can welcome innovation, creative sounds,
and artistic expressions but only when they serye the assembly and assist in the proclamation
of the gospel."2s

In the stewardship of its resources, a congregation must also consider its worship
space. Many older sanctuaries are long and narrow, making projection difficult. New
mission churches may lack the space to project anything bigger than a TV screen.
Sanctuaries not built with visual technologies in mind may be difficult to maneuver into

good technology spaces (too wide, too bright, to low). Expectations of excellence within our

culture frown on the cumbersomeness of wheeling in a projector while the ushers fight with

an outdated slide projector screen. Using technologies in worship takes thought, care and

23 I have attempted to work with visuals in teaching and catechetics - both of which I consider worthy goals -

but have abandoned some of my efforts strictly due to lack of time or a personal perceived imbalance of time in
front of my computer.

25 "Can Technology Help Lead Congregational Singing." December 2002.
http://www.elca.orgldcm/worship/faq/music/technology.html (16 April 2005)
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planning in relation to the worship space, not knee jerk reactions to "getting on board" with
the newest technologies as quickly as possible.

As a final practical matter, projecting the words, music, images or videos that belong
to someone who hold a copyright make using multimedia technologies a legal issue. The
United Methodist Church devotes an entire section to copyright issues in its downloadable
"Using Technology in Worship" manual. It begins by reminding us, "This matter fcopyright
issues] is often considered a minefield and not without good cause. Many people consider
that the 'non-commercial' aspect of worship means that they don't have to worry about
copyright issues. However, this is not the case."26 Obtaining proper copyright permission is
only right. But at the same time, it can be costly and time consuming. Getting the proper
copyrights means pastors and congregations cannot put their presentations together on
Saturday night. Generous advance planning is necessary to stay legal.

Copyright issues not only touch the use of lyrics and pictures, movie clips may also be
under copyright restrictions. Kent Morris writes the following in Your Churchmagazine:

Using commercial movie clips and television segments is appropriate only in
certain environments. Legal and moral issues are the primary concerns against
clip usage in church. Make certain the legal hurdles are cleared with one of
the major licensing agencies prior to hitting the play button on the dvd [sic]
unit. Once licensed to use them, churches cannot manipulate or truncate the

clips in any manner and remain legal."27

Morris' point is worth noting. Using video clips legally is more than just finding a "cool" clip
to support the sermon theme. Nor can we assume we can cut and paste around the parts we
want to avoid. Without proper planning, these may be obstacles to large to overcome during
a week's service preparation.

26 Pengelly, Mark. "Using Technology in Worship: Things You Wanted To Know About But Were Too

Embarrassed to Ask!" 2004. www.methodist.org.uVdownloads/ca_techbookl-1204.pdf. 16 April2005
27 Morris, Kent. "Effective Video." Your Church. January/February 2005.

http://www.christianirytoday.com/yc/2005/001/7.50.htm1. 16 April 2005. Morris introduces a worthy point

when he suggests that there are "moral issues" involved in the use of movie clips. He continues by saying, "The

dilemma, then, is how to show the clip while avoiding any offending material on either side of the desired

segment. Either the operator has to have an accomplished trigger finger or the material must be transferred to

another medium without the offending material onboard. Naturally, the second option introduces new legal

issues. A mistake on the first option, however, could introduce offensive language or visuals into the sanctuary.

Therefore, the consensus is to use only "clean" clips or forewarn the audience mistakes may be made. The true

answer is a body of visual material produced by Christian artists for use by Christian ministries, a need that is

being addressed slowly, but surely." Anecdotal evidence suggests that parents have been known to keep

themselves and their children away from churches that show movies clips on the edge of decency. Relevance is

not an excuse of foolishness. Things may be permissible, but not beneficial.
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Seeing technology used well in a senrice may give the false impression that it is easy
for everyone. Proper stewardship of time, talent, treasure and temple must be considered
before endeavoring to use full-scale multimedia in worship.

III B. Caveats - Theological Considerations (the theoretical)

Stewardship considerations are the easy part. It is not difficult to determine if a
congregation can afford new technologies or if it has the talent to deploy them. Theological
considerations are more difficult. Here we issues are not as cut and dry as the dollar signs
might be. Theological considerations often have to do with emphases, which are rarely clean
and seldom agreed upon. Nonetheless, certain theological issues concerning using
technologies in worship must be considered.

As "Evangelical Christians" we want the Gospel of fesus Christ to be the focus of our
life and worship. Our liturgical worship tradition helps us to keep the Gospel of fesus Christ
in its rightful position of importance through the propers and ordinaries of the liturgical
service and church year. Through Word and Sacrament, we proclaim the forgiveness of sins
for the creating or strengthening of faith in |esus as the Savior from sin. Yes, our order of
worship is old (dare I say ancient!), but that also means it is time-tested. Liturgical worship
keeps the main thing, the main thing.

Introducing multimedia into worship does not negate liturgical worship. The two are
not rnutually exclusive. They can and ought to be complementary. But new and snappy
technologies can obscure the Gospel for the sake of the technology. Though unintentional,
the main thing becomes the technology instead of the Gospel. Sally Morgenthaler, a
recognized church consultant, relates the following story of one young person's impression
of technology in worship:

While sitting in my favorite coffee shop, I recently had a conversation with a
24-year-old graphic artist and spiritual seeker about technology in worship.

On Easter, he'd attended a service at a local church, complete with a state-of-

the-art sound system and a projection system that would put most theaters to
shame. He seemed to be a sa\ ry tech connoisseur, so I was pretty curious

about what his reaction would be. I was totally caught off guard by his

response. "Man, it was weird. I felt like all my toys had been used to bash me

over the head with Christianity. It was like someone had broken into my

apartment and trashed my stuff." (Insert long pause here, while worship

designer Sally Morgenthaler tries to recover from a head-on collision with his

reality.) My stumbling response was nonetheless characteristically Boomer-

therapeutic. "So. . . if I'm hearing you right, you feel like they'd entered your

world, used your tools-thinking that's what they were supposed to do to get

your attention-and then did a soapbox thing with it. Am I close?" "Yeah, kind
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of like that." "Well, would it have been better not to use the technology?"
(Translated, forget the screens, the film clips, the PowerPoint presentation
that looks as though someone used every single animation function on the
list.)

One thing he was not, and that was glib. He sipped his double espresso,
musing. "I don't know. It's just that it was, like, the focus. Like they were so
proud they had this cool stuff and could strut it out. I don't know what people
are supposed to do in church. (He was definitely a Christmas-and-Easter-only
person.) But I don't think what they did is it. At least, for me." Still somewhat
in stutter mode, I ventured a virtual scenario. "'Well, what if the screen and
the lights and the PowerPoint weren't the focus? What if somehow the focus
was on the people and on things such as prayer and doing stuff together?

Would it be okay to have the toys on the side?" "Yeah. On the side. Like,
underneath things, woven in." He paused. "You know, kind of like ambient
music-sort of a wash of sound that you don't really notice. But it's there. Kind
of helps you focus on what's inside, helps you feel things." Wow. It was as if a
500-watt halogen bulb had switched on in my brain. But, wouldn't you know,
I had an appointment to get to. Lucky for him, or else I would have subjected

him to more Boomer analyses. (Hey, I have to deal with my professional
insecuriry somehow. Might as well talk the issue to death and maybe it will go

away...) Not.28

Her article was entitled "Ambient Technology." Not a bad encapsulation of the theological

point. At its best technology should weave in so seamlessly with worship that it is hardly

noticed. Let the lumens with which the Gospel shines be remembered rather than the

lumens of the video projector.
It is diffrcult to downplay technology because of the promises it makes. Stories of

phenomenal growth and refreshed connectedness with the young and dechurched entice us

to mirror the methods of the successful. Technology almost becomes a substitute for the

Savior, for the work of the Holy Spirit, and for the power of the Gospel. Morris credits

technology too much when he writes, "Technology, when properly applied, can work

wonders that become miracles when they assist in the transformation of human lives."2e The

power to transform human lives still belongs to the Holy Spirit who works miraculously

through the mundane means of word, water, wheat and wine.

Schultze, though he does not share a Lutheran understanding of the sacraments,

rightty concludes that technology is not the quick fix so many pastors and congregations

28 Morgenthaler, Sally. "Ambient Technology." Worship Column, Rev. Magazine. September/October 2001.

http ://sacramentis. com/articles/rev/screen/sept-oct200 1 . shtml. 1 6 April 2005.
2e Morris, Kent. "One Size Doesn't Fit All." Your Church. March./ April 2003.

htrp ://www. c hristianityto day. c om/ y c / 2003 / 002/ 2.28. htm l. 1 6 April 2005
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want it to be. "This is a deeply held belief in America: money buys technology, which can
improve just about everything... No matter what the problem - medical, spiritual, economic,
or political - we tend to assume there is an easy technological fix... We cannot conquer our
spiritual doldrums instantly with the latest powerful technologies. Moreover, God often
reveals his glory by tabernacling among the weak."3o Technology is not the Savior. ]esus is.
People may flock to services that "'wo'w the socks" of their audiences, but has anyone studied
what kind of staying power or actual appeal such glitz has3r. People still have to corne to
grips with the mess in their lives. People still have to hear about a Savior named ]esus.
People still need to be washed with water and the word or take and eat; take and drink -

things that can not be matched or mirrored by any technology. Technologies may aid in
communicating the message of sin and grace. But they are not the solution.32 Archbishop
Charles ]. Chaput wrote, "We've learned to trust our own ingenuity because it works.
Unfortunately, the construction crew at Babel felt the same."33

Abusus non toLlit Ltsum, that is to say, the abuse of something does not determine its
use. Though some may abuse technologies does not mean we ought to reject their use.
There is much to commend in presentational and visual technologies. Th"y can have a place
in our worship. But let's remember just that, they have a place. Schultze describes it as a
frttingness.3a The rhythm of liturgical worship with its antiphony between word and song,
between silence and spectacle, between pastor and people creates a familiar dance-step that
the mature can easily and delightfully follow. Technologies that interfere, distract or create
awkwardness can break up the rhythm and obscure the clariry and well-intentioned
familiarity of liturgical worship. Well-planned visuals will fit within the rhythm rather than
offer its own counter beat. As a guide for planning, Schultze identifies six areas of liturgical
worship to consider when thinking about the "fittingness" of presentational technologies:

l. worship season
2. t)?e of service

3. architecture and worship space
4. artistic and aesthetic considerations

5. place in the order of worship

30 Schultze, p. 52
3r Other authors related stories close to my own experience at Willow Creek. The service ended and before I

could catch my breath, the auditorium was empry and the cars gone. Few, if any, stayed for murual

encouragement or fellowship. Schultze also supponed feedback I have received when introducing PowerPoint

in catechism class. Some 7'h and 8e graders audibly commented "Not you, too!" Schultze reported similar

comments, "It's cheesy." "Compared to rock concerts, church is a joke." p.53
32 Schultze opines in his book that there is a certain irony that the word " 'solutions' was one of the great

buzzwords of the technology gold rush of the 1990's." p. 86
33 Quoted by Shultze, p. 86
3a Schultze, p. 63 (One entire chapter of his book is devoted to "Fitting Technology into Worship" though my

review of the book would suggest that fully 3/+ of the book, or more, is about fitting (or not fitting) technology

into lirurgical worship.)
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6. theological-liturgical tradition/movement3s

Finally, liturgical worship places an emphasis on proclamation whereas presentational
technologies place an emphasis on education. Lyrics on a screen, sermon outlines, and
pictures that support the message, generally have the goal of helping us to learn and
understand the message better. PowerPoint appeals to pastors who have more gifts or desires
to educate than to preach. No one is arguing the value of presentational technologies in
Bible Class! Education has its place in worship, but it not the only thing in worship.
Worship is proclamation; first, God's proclamation of forgiveness to us in the word and
sacraments and second, our proclamation of praise to God for his wonderful love.

In his Word, God describes preaching as "proclamation." The word is KqpDooal in
the New Testament. Thayer, in his Greek-English lexicon of the New Testamen4, defines
Kq pDoorrr in this way, "to proclaim after the manner of a herald; always with a suggestion of
formality, gravity, and an authority which must be listened to and obeyed."se The herald
wasn't in the business of making a pitch to his audience. He didn't offer up his message for
argument or persuasion. The messenger who ran ahead of the king's entourage didn't try to
convince the people that the king was on his way; he told them. The herald sent to keep the
general informed about the battle didn't try to sway him into believing that the battle was
going one way or the other; he told him. Whether the herald's audience believed him or not
didn't matter to the herald. It wouldn't change his message anyway.

Krlpuoo{D, "to proclaim as a herald," this is the word that God uses to describe his

preferred preaching style. |ohn the Baptist proclaimed his message in the wilderness
(Matthew 3:1). Jesus wandered Galilee proclaimingthe gospel of the kingdom of God (Mark

I:L4). The disciples were commissioned to proclaim the gospel to every creature (Mark

16:15). Paul, who considered himself a herald (1 Timothy 2:7), urged his companions to

proclaim the Word (2 Timothy 4:2). Even in the Lord's Supper, Paul says, "yot proclaim the

Lord's death until he comes. As successors to the Apostles we have the same commission to

proclaim the Word. Proclamation is the style God has handed to us. Can new technologies

assist in the proclamation? "Yes, but," as Schultze would have us say. New technologies

have their place, but only with careful and judicious consideration of all that is involved in

both worship and technology.

Technology's emphasis on education can lead to manipulation. Promoters of

the emotions.

make worship

Our parish nurse suggested we address the theme of organ and tissue donation

during worship. At our traditional worship service, our nurse commented

about the organs and tissues that people can donate. While she spoke, we

3s Schultze, p. 65
36 Thayer, p.346

presentational technologies are not ashamed to parlay the appeal of visuals to

Let the following suffice as a warning of what unbridled technologies can

into:
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showed a drawing of a human body that identified the various organs that can
be donated. As she explained that on the back of every driver's license was an
anatomical gift statement the individual could sign, we displayed a photograph
of that section of the drivers' license. We also displayed a copy of the organ
donor sticker that could be affixed to the front of the license, and a picture of a
donor card that was available for people to take home. These simple pictures
helped people understand the nurse's message, and showed them what they
could sign to become a donor.

At another one of our services, which uses media more extensively, we
showed the same visuals and added a video clip. We showed a scene from the
film Return to Me (2000), a story based on the experience of two families and
how a heart transplant brought them together. The three-minute scene we

showed was a montage within the film showing the grieving husband who had

authorized his wife's heart to be transplanted, another family praying that
their daughter receive a heart, the heart being transported to the operating
room, and the young woman breathing on her own after receiving the

transplanted heart. At the conclusion of this film clip, one of our members

spoke to the congregation of how her father had received a donor heart that

gave him another three years of life. As she spoke, we displayed one picture on

the screen: a copy of the newspaper obituary of the young man whose heart

was donated to her father. The visuals stimulated understanding and response.

People in the sanctuary reported they were emotionally moved by the film

clip, by the testimony of the woman who spoke so movingly of her family's

experience with organ donation, and the words projected on the screen telling

of another family who decided to donate their son's heart after his death in a

motorcycle accident. We communicated a clear and powerful message by

combining visuals with an oral presentation.3T

The purpose and goal of worship in the above context ought to sound foreign to our ears.

The visual media fit well. But was this worship? Where is the Gospel of ]esus Christ? Is this

anything other than education with a high dose of manipulation? Here is technology gone

wild without listening to any of the caveats. Technology took over and the congregation lost

worship.

IV. Conclusion

Considering technology in worship is like standing by the edge of a pool. Some are

thirsting for the refreshing water that technology promises to bring and dive right in. Others

37 Bausch, p. 9,10
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know that the waters are cold and would rather not get wet. Sill others want to test the

waters first and make their way in more slowly. Whether you want to dive right in, mn

away or take it slow, the waters of technology are murky. QSrestions linger, discussions need

to take place and hard decisions have to be made. Undoubtedly new technologies have value
in the life of the church; there is no need to avoid them. Nonetheless, there are enough
cautions to consider giving us pause before we dive headfirst. It seems prudent to consider
new technologies with care and forethought and make your decisions about thern both
informed and intentional.
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